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The previous piece on the Mossad covered the organization’s history, character, and its operational

capabilities. Since its founding in the early 1950’s, the Mossad has neutralized severe and numerous

threats facing the State of Israel. Currently, the Jewish state faces its most dangerous existential threat

to date; this threat is comprised of Iran’s nuclear program. At present, Iran’s development of its nuclear

program has increased in speed despite Western and Israeli accusations.

Increasing economic sanctions, along with cyber-attacks and assassinating nuclear scientists, has

somewhat retarded nuclear developments. However, the nuclear program has proceeded without

abatement. The West, along with Israel, Sunni monarchies in the Gulf, and other actors all have an

interest in halting Iranian nuclear development and a number of options are present. However, despite

the options available, none of them comprise lasting or ideal solutions. Despite this fact, covert

operations may provide the most suitable option in countering Iranian nuclear development. As covert

operations present the best option, Israel’s Mossad embodies the single-most capable organization in

the region capable of executing such operations. Before exploring the obvious need for Mossad

intervention, and the options available to it, the overall risk of a nuclear-armed Iran must be explored.

The Magnitude of the Iranian Threat

Despite the attention given to the Iranian nuclear program in both the news and by defense

analysts, few have calculated the possible course of events to occur if Iran achieves nuclear status and

decides to launch on its nearby enemies. This inattention to detail does a disservice to policymakers by

ignoring the actual magnitude of the threat posed by a nuclear Iran. The series of events triggered by a

nuclear Iran poses a threat to the majority of people on earth.

In one scenario, in the event that Iran achieves nuclear status and launches a single nuclear

warhead at each of its close enemies: Israel, Saudi Arabia, and US forces in the region, the aftermath has

a number of severe consequences both in terms of security and economic sustainability. First, if Iran

launches on the Sunni Arab states in the Gulf, two reactions will occur. One, the world’s oil supply

would be severely compromised with the entire region’s output being put to a halt in the event of an

Iranian nuclear strike. This would cause gas prices to skyrocket to unprecedented levels and bring both

the US and Chinese economies to a standstill, thus virtually shutting down the global economy. Two, a

nuclear strike from Iran to Saudi Arabia would catalyze sectarian violence between Shi’as and Sunnis

worldwide.

The second target of an Iranian nuclear weapon would be US and Coalition forces in the region.

Given the sizable US naval assets in the Gulf and the Arabian Sea, along with US troops in Afghanistan

and civilian employees both there and Iraq, there would be countless American casualties. Such an

instantaneous decrease in American military power could have the unintended effect of triggering other

US enemies to attack US allies around the world. Russia could see an opportunity to re-expand into

Eastern Europe, China could see a chance to invade Taiwan, and North Korea could decide to attack
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South Korea. Combined, the body count of such a series of events, along with the economic problems,

could hurl the world backwards to a state of almost complete chaos.

Last, the consequences for an Iranian strike on Israel would also prove catastrophic to the rest

of the world. Despite Israel’s opaque nuclear posture, Israel holds a sizable nuclear arsenal capable of

leveling every Arab capital. Estimates from the Central Intelligence Agency place Israeli warhead

numbers at around 250.1 Given the size of Israel’s air force, and its handful of submarines, the small

Jewish state is capable of striking every hostile capital in the Middle East and North Africa. A single

Iranian nuclear strike on Israel in the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem corridor would essentially destroy the country.

Even if Israel ceased to exist as a country, the Israelis still have capability to launch all of its

warheads on Muslim states around it. If this occurred, the casualty figure could easily rise to over a

hundred million people when fallout and ensuing chaos is factored into the equation. Another effect in

this chain reaction would affect both India and Europe. As survivors of this nuclear holocaust flee their

devastated regions in search of safety and food, refugee flows would easily destabilize both Europe, and

India-Pakistan. Due to security constraints, European democracies would be forced to install indefinite

martial law, and by extension, democracy itself could be put on hold. Similarly, nuclear facilities in

Pakistan would be vulnerable, as would those in India when those states struggle to maintain order

amid massive flows of both radiation and refugees. When the aftermath of all of these scenarios are

combined, and such a course of events could easily occur if Iran launches only three or four warheads,

the stakes become extremely high. In short, Iran must not be allowed to develop the capability to cause

such carnage.

The Iranian Target: Regime or Capability?

With the magnitude of the threat posed by a nuclear Iran established, the question then

remains as to who or what Iran’s enemies intend to target. Destroying Iran’s nuclear sites encompasses

one option, and both Israel and the US have the capability to do so. However, once destroyed, an

angered Iranian regime could immediately restart them. A second option encompasses target the

regime in Tehran itself. This option likewise poses complications, as the regime in Tehran may no longer

comprise a single entity. If covert operations serve as the option of choice to Israel and its allies, both

the factions inside the regime and its nuclear program can be simultaneously targeted.

Iran’s nuclear facilities comprise a rather clear-cut target. With less than ten sites overall, the

target number exists as an easy target for Israel’s sophisticated air force. Iran’s sites at Natanz and

Fordo have been hardened to withstand most conventional warheads. However, as of June 2008, the

Israeli Air Force holds a number of GBU-39 and GBU-28 US-made bunker busting bombs capable of

penetrating up to 50 feet of concrete.2 Along with the vulnerability of the targets, the Israeli Air Force

1
www.globalsecurity.org

2
Talbot, Brent. “Stuxnet and After” Journal for International Security Affairs. No. 21, (74),
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has demonstrated the ability to fly missions the distance needed to attack Iran. In 2008, the Israelis

demonstrated in an exercise of over a hundred F-15s and F-16s the ability to run combat missions while

also conducting mid-air refueling.3 While Iran may have formidable air defenses, the Israelis also sent a

dolphin-class submarine with launch capability to the Gulf. With supplemental naval-launched missiles,

the job of the Israeli Air Force is made considerably easier. Last, the Israelis can weaken Iran’s nuclear

sites and air defenses by utilizing newer technology in conjunction with surgical strikes.

The Stuxnet cyber-attack, likely perpetrated by Israel, served as the first cyber-attack in history

to have a kinetic effect in that it tangibly damaged Iran’s nuclear centrifuges. At the Natanz site, one of

the hardened targets, Stuxnet succeeded in severely damaging one eighth of the centrifuges at the site

without having any physical assets in the area. Second, Israel also boasts a formidable fleet of

sophisticated drones.4 The Machatz-1, also known as the Heron, has capability of reaching the farthest

reaches of Iranian airspace. Also, due to its large size and advanced surveillance and targeting

capabilities, could simultaneously swamp Iran’s air defenses while providing accurate targeting

intelligence to Israeli pilots participating in the strike.5 With Iran’s nuclear facilities comprising a feasible

target easily within the reach of Israel’s military, the cracks within the Iranian regime also provide points

that can be exploited by Israel’s Institute of Coordination, the Mossad.

The Covert War

Whatever military action takes place against Iran’s nuclear sites and its regime, the Mossad has

demonstrated intelligence successes against the Islamic Republic, and has the ability to wreak havoc on

Iran’s nuclear and political infrastructures. Major successes began in 2006, with the defection of

General Ali-Reza Asgari, the head of VEVAK, Iran’s intelligence service.

In early 2006, General Ali-Reza Asgari defected to the West, specifically MI6. In doing so, MI6,

CIA, and the Mossad gained a treasure trove of intelligence pertaining to Iranian interests and its nuclear

program. Included in the intelligence provided to London, and shared with Mossad, included Asgari’s

knowledge of the security layouts of all eight nuclear sites.6 Included with this intelligence, came

information about Iran’s connections with Al Qaeda, Pakistan’s ISI, Shi’a militias in Iraq, and information

about Tehran’s links to terrorist groups such as FARC in Latin America, PAGAD in South Africa, and IRA

bomb-making classes taking place around the globe.7 Essentially, what Asgari provided in his defection

included nuclear-related intelligence along with information on all of Iran’s terrorist connections. The

fact that Asgari’s extraction from Iran included a collaboration of MI6, CIA, Turkey’s MIT, and Mossad

demonstrates that concern over Tehran’s nuclear program spans a number of countries.

3
Ibid.

4
Ibid, (69).

5
Washington Post, January 29, 2012.

6
Secret Wars, Gordon Thomas. St. Martin’s Press, New York, 2009. (22).

7
Ibid, (28-29).
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Interestingly enough, two years after Asgari’s defection to London and the sharing of his

intelligence with Israel, Iranian nuclear scientists began dying in car bomb attacks inside of Iran. The

first Iranian scientist to die, was Massoud Ali Mohammadi; his death in a car bomb marked the

beginning of a series of attacks including the assassinations of three other scientists, a series of gas

explosions throughout Iran, and mystery explosions at Iran’s nuclear facilities.8 These attacks sparked

criticism from Tehran that increased the regime’s paranoia and further isolated the Islamic Republic

from the civilized world.

Immediately after the attack, Tehran began accusing Saudi Arabia, Britain, the US, and Israel of

collaborating in the attacks. Given Iran’s increased rhetoric against Israel and the Jews, increased hunts

for CIA spies inside Iran, and the attempted murder of a Saudi diplomat in the US indicate that Iran may

not know exactly where the attacks are originating. Conversely, Iran’s paranoia may be correct in that a

loose intelligence coalition is conducting orchestrated attacks against its interests. In either case, the

prognosis for Iran does appear bright.

The most recent assassination of an Iranian scientist, Ahmadi Rashan on January 11, 2012,

brought an interesting response from Israel. Israeli Brigadier General Yoav Mordechai posted on his

Facebook page that did not weep over the deaths of any of the scientists.9 In response, Iran protested

to the UN, convicted a former US Marine of Persian decent, of spying for the CIA, and threatened a US

aircraft carrier in the Persian Gulf.

While this covert war continues to rage inside the Islamic Republic and back alleys in the Middle

East, the Iranian regime is demonstrating increasing distrust inside itself. Recently, Iranian president

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khameini have increased their rhetoric and

political actions against each other. For instance, late in 2011 Ahmadinejad dismissed Iran’s first post-

Asgari intelligence chief. This is of note given the fact that late intelligence minister aligned himself with

Khameini and that he himself functioned as a Shi’a cleric.10 This follows a long line of rhetoric aimed at

the ayatollahs from Ahmadinejad in recent years. Ahmadinejad has blamed the country’s economic

problems on the ayatollahs, called them religious fanatics, accused them of being of Ummayad

background, and accused them of catering to the West.11 The accusation of having connection with the

Ummayads in Islamic history is particularly damning, as Shi’a blame the Ummayads for the death of Ali’s

descendants and usurping the line of the Prophet Mohammad. The Supreme Leader Khameini has

responded by raising rumors about Ahmadinejad’s own background, accusing him of being of Jewish

descent and a closet Zionist.

This struggle between the secular and religious leadership in Iran serves as a symptom of

competing identity in the modern Iranian worldview. More secular Iranians view themselves more as

inheritors of an ancient Persian Empire, a Zoroastrian background, and a golden age harkening back to

8
Washington Post, January 11, 2012.

9
Ibid.

10
Jamsheed K. Chosky. “Ahmadinejad’s Crusade”. Journal of International Security Affairs. No. 21. (60).

11
Ibid, (62-63).
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Cyrus the Great. In contrast, more religious Iranians adhere to the Shi’a ideology and identity of Islam.

This division has sparked a taking of sides inside of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, the Hadaryan and Basij

militias, as well as in Iran’s national police. This massive and growing divide provides the Mossad with

an excellent target for manipulating the regime and fomenting a possible revolt or civil war.

Many commentators in the West talk about Iran as if it comprised an impossible intelligence

target. Far removed from the truth, Iran functions as an easy intelligence target; especially for the likes

such as Mossad. If the Stuxnet attack originated from Mossad, and it quite possibly did, it serves as only

one purely cyber means of hurting Iran.

Iran acts as the spiritual and religious beacon for Shi’a Muslims around the world. As such, the

mullahs there, including ayatollahs involved in government, have their own websites that can be

emailed from anywhere in the world. Given Israel’s sophisticated cyber capabilities, Mossad can easily

arouse suspicion between the ayatollahs. If Mossad katsas, working from Tel Aviv managed to hack into

an ayatollah’s public email and access their specific IP address, they can send and receive emails as the

ayatollahs when their accounts are left unattended. Tactics such as these, along with denial of service

attacks, and hacking financial information and phishing political intelligence via email, Mossad can easily

exploit Tehran’s political fault lines from the comfort of their office on King Saul Boulevard in Tel Aviv.

Operationally on the ground inside Iran, the Mossad enjoys a number of means to destabilize

the Islamic Republic and neutralize the regime before destroying its nuclear program. As mentioned

before in the first part of this series, Mossad has the ability to draw potential katsas from a number of

ethnic and linguistic backgrounds due to the diverse Jewish population inside Israel. Since the fall of the

Shah in 1979, a large number of Persian Jews have emigrated from Iran to both the United States and

Israel. These Jews still speak fluent Farsi, know Iranian culture, and can blend in inside the Islamic

Republic. Second, the Persian Jewish population inside the US has built considerable influence since

their arrival in trying to affect change in their native country. This population allows Mossad one source

of assets for running operations inside Iran.

Mossad katsas without a Persian background can also operate inside the Islamic Republic using

false flag covers. Despite the inability of non-Persian Americans to travel in Iran, Europeans routinely

travel to Iran for academic and business purposes.12 Mossad katsas, when provided with European

passports can easily enter Iran with cover as European academics or business people. From this, they

could then open their own intelligence networks and support covert operations.

Luckily, as evidenced by the confusion of the Iranian responses to the attacks taking place inside

the country, and the known collaboration of various intelligence agencies against the Islamic Republic,

Mossad enjoys the support of the United States. Despite the American pullout from Iraq, the CIA and

intelligence contractors maintain a presence inside the neighboring Arab country. Inside Iran, Iraqi

cigarette smugglers routinely cross the border between the two countries.13 These cigarette smugglers

12 Hooman Majd. The Ayatollah Begs to Differ. Doubleday 2009. (98-99).
13 Ibid, 134.
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could easily be recruited and trained by Israeli-allied US intelligence before being sent into Iran with

hidden weapons, money, and other support materials for covert operations or a revolution.

Also, Mossad can easily work with a number of disaffected groups inside Iran who are unhappy

with the regime in Tehran. For instance, the Kurds, as well as the Arab population in Khuzestan can

easily be provided with arms and training in the event of any revolt against the Iranian government.

Likewise, Afghan pilgrims enter Iran on a regular basis and provide another potential source of

manpower for running covert operations against Tehran. Given the long US presence in neighboring

Afghanistan, such developments are not inconceivable.

These sources of human assets, along with a number of disgruntled secular Iranians in the cities,

provide Mossad with a number of opportunities to destroy Iran’s political and military infrastructure.

Also, Mossad can easily manipulate Iran’s air force before any attack. In such operations against a

hostile air force, Mossad has achieved spectacular successes in the past.

Prior to the 1967 war against Egypt, Mossad conducted extensive operations against Egypt’s air

force, and did so to a mindboggling level of detail. For instance, Mossad officers went to such lengths as

to calculate the drive time from an Egyptian fighter pilot’s home to his respective base, and even

accounted for traffic time.14 Mossad assets inside Egyptian airbases even provided their Israeli handlers

with information about how long it took for pilots to run from the mess hall to their jets, and how their

response time varied based on weather and what the pilots ate that day.

Before the 1967 war, Mossad took special care to manipulate Egyptian pilots prior to the attack

that destroyed Egypt’s air force. For instance, Mossad katsas gathered personal information on

Egyptian pilots. This intelligence included details about the family and sex lives of Egyptian pilots.

Fortunately for Israel, Mossad found a number of pilots who had extramarital affairs, drug addictions,

problems with alcohol, or who were pedophiles.15 In many cases, Mossad katsas used this intelligence

on Egyptian pilots to induce depression and family problems for the pilots and their families. In a few

cases, Mossad even managed to induce a few pilots to suicide. In doing so, these pilots were replaced

with less experienced officers. These examples demonstrate Mossad’s ability to manipulate air

capabilities on the ground without ever even firing a shot. The pilots for the Islamic Republic are likely

facing similar difficulties as they threaten Israel’s existence. If history proves repeatable, Iran has a dark

future ahead.

In conclusion, Mossad and Israel have extensive capabilities at its disposal with which to

neutralize the Iranian threat. Enjoying an elite air force, cyber capabilities, and allied help, Israel can

effectively counter the threat posed by Iran’s nuclear program. Mossad’s effectiveness as an

intelligence service proves indispensable to any Israeli efforts in neutralizing the Iranian threat, and can

easily pave to the way to doing so. The basis for Mossad’s successes against Tehran and its ambitions

can be boiled down to human intelligence, or HUMINT, and its effective exploitation. Mossad has done

14
Gordon Thomas, Gideon’s Spies, St. Martin’s Press, 2005, (55).

15
Ibid.
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similar operations in the past with extreme ruthlessness and success, and will do so in protecting Israeli

citizens from the Iranian menace.
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